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Meeting Notification  
The Massachusetts Gaming Commission to hold Public Meeting 

Topics include: Community Mitigation Fund Application Review, Legal Regulations, Update to House 
Rules, Discussion Regarding Sports Wagering Related Suitability Investigation, and more 

 
WHO:                   Members of the Massachusetts Gaming Commission including Chair Cathy Judd-Stein 

and Commissioners Brad Hill, Jordan Maynard, Eileen O’Brien, and Nakisha 
Skinner 

 
WHAT: The Massachusetts Gaming Commission will hold public meeting #456 on Tuesday, 

May 30, 2023.  
 

After the meeting is called to order, Executive Director Karen Wells will provide an 
Administrative Update. Following that, Chair Cathy Judd-Stein will provide a Commissioner 
Update that is set to cover a letter to the Department of Justice regarding the unregulated 
gambling market. 
 
The Community Affairs Division will then lead the next portion of the meeting, which will be 
the Community Mitigation Fund Application Review for Transportation Planning and 
Transportation Construction.  
 
Following that, the Legal Division will discuss 205 CMR 243.01(1)(x): Consideration of Waiver 
of Regulatory Timeframe. 
 
The Sports Wagering Division is then set to go, where they will cover the approval of house 
rules for FBG Enterprises Opco, LLC, BetMGM and MGM Springfield, as well as a request by 
FBG Enterprises Opco for a temporary waiver from provisions of 205 CMR 255: Play 
Management. They will also cover an update to house rules re: credit language for DraftKings, 
Caesar’s Sportsbook, and Penn Sports Interactive.  
 
The Investigations and Enforcement Bureau is then set to round out the meeting with a 
discussion regarding a sports wagering related suitability investigation ahead of an 
anticipated Executive Session. The public session of the Commission meeting is not expected 
to reconvene at the conclusion of the executive session. 

 
There is time allotted near the end of the meeting for any other business that the Chair did not 
reasonably anticipate at the time of posting.  
 
The Commission reserves the right to vote on these or other matters during the meeting.  



 
 

 
 

 
For a complete list of agenda items and anticipated votes, view the official Meeting Notification 
and Agenda. A LIVE STREAM will be available at MassGaming.com. Community members are 
also invited to follow along with live meeting updates by connecting with the Commission on 
Twitter, @MassGamingComm.  

 
Please note that the Commission will conduct this public meeting remotely utilizing remote 
collaboration technology. Use of this technology is intended to ensure an adequate, alternative 
means of public access to the Commission’s deliberations for any interested member of the 
public. If there is any technical problem with the Commission’s remote connection, an 
alternative conference line will be noticed immediately on our website: MassGaming.com. 

 
WHERE:             Conference Call Number: 1-646-741-5292, Meeting ID: 112 523 8807 
 
WHEN:              Tuesday, May 30, 2023, at 10:30 a.m.  
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